Numerous cryptographic algorithms (ElGamal, Rabin, RSA, NTRU etc) require multiple computations of modulo multiplicative inverses. This paper describes and validates a new algorithm, called the Enhanced Euclid Algorithm, for modular multiplicative inverse (MMI). Analysis of the proposed algorithm shows that it is more efficient than the Extended Euclid algorithm (XEA). In addition, if a MMI does not exist, then it is not necessary to use the Backtracking procedure in the proposed algorithm; this case requires fewer operations on every step (divisions, multiplications, additions, assignments and push operations on stack), than the XEA. Overall, XEA uses more multiplications, additions, assignments and twice as many variables than the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
Elements of modular arithmetic are essential for public-key encryption algorithms such as the RSA cryptographic algorithm [1] [2] [3] , and RSA with digital signature [4] ; ElGamal cryptocol [5] ; Rabin encryption/decryption scheme based on extraction of square roots [6] ; NTRU cryptosystem [7] ; and extensions of some of these algorithms in Gaussian arithmetic require computation of a modular multiplicative inverse (MMI) [8] [9] [10] . The MMI is also computed for cryptanalysis of public-key cryptographic protocols [11] [12] [13] .
A new algorithm, called the Enhanced-Euclid Algorithm (NEA), for modular multiplicative inverse (MMI) is described and validated in this paper. (
Then x is defined as the modular multiplicative inverse of 1 p modulo or, for short, MMI.
0
The NEA finds for two relatively prime integers 0 and 1 an integer number x that satisfies the Equation (1) . And if and are not relatively prime, then NEA finds a gcd( 0 , 1 ). The Extended-Euclid algorithm (XEA) also finds a MMI of modulo if and only if gcd( , ) = 1 [1, 2, 7] .
This paper proves the validity of NEA and provides its analysis. The analysis demonstrates that NEA is faster than the Extended Euclid algorithm. Preliminary results of this paper are published in [8] . 
Basic Arrays and Their Properties
Let's consider five finite integer arrays: 
Definition 3: Let   k t be an arbitrary integer array for all ; let for initially specified 0 1 0 and 1 the following generating rules be defined for all : 
Enhanced Euclid Algorithm for MMI
The proposed algorithm uses stack as a data structure, [2] . (9) in the Theorem 1}; repeat pop t {from the top of the stack};
until the stack is empty;
Remark 3: r is the height of the stack and is used below for analysis of the proposed algorithm. 
Two Illustrative Examples
Let's demonstrate how NEA finds a multiplicative inverse x of 27,182,845 modulo 31,415,926. Table 1 below shows the computation of remainders in the upper row and stores the quotients in the middle row (the stack). Then the Backtracking procedure is used to compute from right to left until the stack is empty. The inputs and MMI are shown in bold, and the stack values are in italics. Since the total number of steps (the height of the stack) is equal to fourteen (i.e., even), then x = 13,939,773.
Direct verification confirms that indeed 27182845 * 13939773 mod 31415926 = 1.
In the second numerical example we need to find the MMI z of 27,319,913 modulo 177,276,627 {see Table  2} . Since the height of the stack is odd, then z = 177276627-34480855 = 142795772.
Direct computation verifies that z is indeed the MMI of 27319913, since 27319913 * 142795772 mod 177276627 = 1.
Complexity Analysis of MMI Algorithm
Consider four non-negative integer arrays ,
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satisfy (3) and a (14) Then (3) and (14) 
Proof: Assuming that the stat , it can also be demonstrated by . Therefore for all 0 i r  
Using a z k r   -transform approach, we deduce that for all 0
Then for a large r
The relation (18) implies that for a large r
implies that the height of a stack satisfies the following inequality: [8] .
Example 3: In this example (see Table 3 illustrates the case where the height of the sta in the Inequality (2 Thus (20)
the 
A)
modulo provided that gcd = 1, [2, 7] .
% smaller than the upper bound in (21).
Extended-Euclid Algorithm (XE
XEA also finds a multiplicative inverse of 1 p
7. Comparative analysis of NEA vs. XEA for ard rocedure in (10) , and Q in (22), respectively. Notice that if a MMI does not exist, then there is no need to use the Backtracking procedure i
division, th
. n this case NEA requires even fewer operations t one division, one multiplication, one addition, one push operation and five assignments per every step. Yet XEA still requires the same number of operations per step as in the case if a MMI does exist. Hence, overall XEA uses more multiplications, more additions, more assignments and twice as many variables than the proposed algorithm. 4) The values of S (size of stack-storage) for each N were tabulated; (not shown in the Table A1 ).
5) The values of av ge S for every N and the range of S for each N are presented in the Table A1. [min, max] 6 12.65 [7, 17] 8 16.20 [9, 21] 
